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I NTRODUCTION TO THE H ISTORY AND R ECONCILIATION
S TATIONS OF S T. P AUL’S E PISCOPAL C HURCH
St. Paul’s began its multiyear History and Reconciliation Initiative in
2016 with a stated mission:
In light of our Christian faith, we will trace and acknowledge the racial
history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in order to repair, restore, and seek
reconciliation with God, each other and the broader community.
Initially, HRI volunteers were divided into three subcommittees:
History, Memorials, and Liturgy. At the Liturgy Committee’s first
meeting, the members came up with ideas of ways we might pray
about the things we were discovering in our history. When the Memorials and Liturgies Committees were combined in 2019, one of
those ideas floated to the surface, and the new committee seized it
and began to work on this project. You are about to experience the
fruition of that work: The Stations of St. Paul’s.
Our hope is that the process of walking and praying at the stations,
whether individually or as a member of a group, will be a journey, a
pilgrimage, through the history of St. Paul’s and an opportunity for
renewal.
Each station depicts a specific moment in St. Paul’s history with a focus on race relations. These 14 moments were chosen to represent the
whole sweep of the congregation’s 175-year history. For each station
there is a reading and a prayer set into a liturgical form. The reading
describes an incident or situation. It is then followed by a prayer
that acknowledges the effect of the congregation’s action or position,
laments or gives thanks, and asks for forgiveness and renewal.
Please begin your journey near the brass doors to the right of the
chancel at the end of the church farthest from the Grace Street entrance. Then proceed along the side aisle stopping at each station to
read the liturgy for that station and reflect on the image presented.
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Station 8 is across the church from Station 7, and the journey continues up the other side aisle back toward the chancel end of the
church. Take time for reflection, to allow the prayers and images to
work within you. After the last station you are encouraged to spend a
little more time reflecting on how you, personally, or as a member of
your community, might take specific action to repair the effects of the
history you have just witnessed and lamented and to further the work
for racial reconciliation.
The fourteen unique artworks were created specifically for this liturgy
by Janelle Washington, a paper cut artist whose work is inspired by
African American history and culture. At the back of this booklet,
you will find more information about her, as well as explanations of
the motifs and historical references in her imagery. There is also a
description of the Holy Table, which is an embodiment of integration
and diversity.
We now invite you to begin your pilgrimage through the history of
St. Paul’s. Thank you for participating in this journey.
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S TATIONS OF S T. P AUL’S
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Slavery Takes Root in Virginia
St. Paul’s is Consecrated
Parishioners Profit from Slavery
Few Black Communicants at St. Paul’s
Slavery Justified as Christian Duty
St. Paul’s Commits to The Confederacy
Reconstruction and Recommitment to White Supremacy
Confederate Memorials Embraced
St. Paul’s Supports Jim Crow Laws and Practices
The Social Gospel Preached
Resistance to School Integration
Black Organizations Funded
St. Paul’s Works to Alleviate Oppression
St. Paul’s Works Toward Reconciliation
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S TATION 1 - S LAVERY T AKES R OOT IN V IRGINIA
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations; You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
In the beginning God declared that all life was good. Yet in 1619,
twenty-one human beings were torn from their native Africa and
brought across the seas to servitude in Virginia. Those seeds of slavery would spread across the colonies. Through the exploitation of
the Black race, the ruling White class amassed tremendous wealth.
By 1790 the enslaved population in Virginia had grown to nearly
300,000.
America’s original sin—not ALL was good.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: you created all people in your image, yet in
our past, some members betrayed that trust and participated in the
atrocity of enslaving others. We acknowledge and lament their sin
and look to you to empower us to work as reconcilers in our day. In
Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 2 - S T. P AUL’S IS C ONSECRATED
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
St. Paul’s is the offspring of Monumental Church, built in 1814 on
the site of the tragic Richmond Theater fire in which seventy-two
people perished. By 1843, Monumental’s congregation had outgrown its historic building and nearly all of its members believed a
new church, “higher up town, was necessary to their comfort and
convenience.” They bought a site next to the state Capitol and built
this imposing Greek Revival church, undoubtedly with the help of
enslaved labor.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: we rejoice in the beautiful space in which we
worship you and are thankful for the far-sighted families who founded it. We also recognize with deep gratitude the enslaved hands who
helped build it. May we, and all future members of St. Paul’s, be ever
aware of this history as we strive to build a community where all are
justly and fairly compensated for their labor. In Christ’s name we
pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 3 - P ARISHIONERS P ROFIT FROM S LAVERY
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
Perpetuating two centuries of practice, the people of St. Paul’s supported Virginia’s dominant slave-owning class and benefited from the
wealth it created. Parishioners participated in the buying, selling, and
renting of African American men, women, and children.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: we offer for your healing the painful legacy
from our forebears’ participation in a slave regime that robbed individuals of their bodies, their freedom, their earnings, and their loved
ones. In seeking your healing, we ask you to empower us as reconcilers because this shameful legacy survives today in discrimination and
inequality, in violence and incarceration. Keep us vigilant, tireless,
and resolute as we strive for justice and peace among all people. In
Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God.
Holy and might.
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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STATION 4 - FEW BLACK COMMUNICANTS AT ST. PAUL’S
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
After St. Paul’s opened in 1845, its vestry assigned the West Gallery
to “persons of color, to be used by them free of charge.” At most, six
free and enslaved African Americans were members of St. Paul’s and
none after 1857. By 1859 the Diocese of Virginia determined that a
separate church was needed to attract Black people to the Episcopal
Church. St. Philip’s Episcopal Church was built in 1861.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: we confess that our forebears, in their flawed
pro-slavery interpretation of Scripture, failed to minister to the
spiritual needs of enslaved and free persons of color within our own
segregated congregation and the city. We pray for the courage to reach
out, welcome, and embrace all who might find a spiritual home in
our St. Paul’s community. In Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 5 - S LAVERY J USTIFIED AS C HRISTIAN D UTY
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
In 1832 Virginia enacted “Black Codes” that banned African Americans from organizing their own religious services. Southern Christian
leaders developed a paternalistic religious justification for slavery but
also advocated for the religious instruction of Black people. With
encouragement from the Diocese of Virginia, St. Paul’s briefly operated a Sunday school for African Americans to teach obedience—a
key aspect of what they saw as their “Christian” duty as masters and
mistresses. In 1859 at a meeting to establish a Black Episcopal congregation led by a White minister, a St. Paul’s parishioner asserted that
religious instruction of enslaved African Americans was an effective
method of control.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: as followers of Christ, we lament the use of
Scripture by our forebears to justify a paternalistic pro-slavery theology that legitimized the master-slave relationship and White supremacy. Enable us as Christians in our day to live into our baptism’s call to
respect the dignity of every human being. In Christ’s name we pray.
Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 6 - S T. P AUL’S C OMMITS TO T HE C ONFEDERACY
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12
A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
After Virginia seceded from the Union in April 1861 to join the Confederate
States of America and the nascent Civil War, St. Paul’s members joined the
rebellion. The church, located next to the Capitol and the new seat of the Confederate government, became the place where leading military and government
officials worshiped.
During the four years of the war, St. Paul’s communicants vigorously defended
the cause to uphold an economy and lifestyle dependent upon slavery. Ultimately, more than thirty members died in battle. Many survivors returned with
physical and psychic wounds, and the entire population of Richmond, White
and Black, suffered immense privation and loss.
On Sunday, April 2, 1865, a message from the front roused Confederate president Jefferson Davis from his pew and initiated the evacuation of Richmond
ahead of advancing Federal troops. A week later, the war effectively ended at
Appomattox.
In the weeks following the bitter defeat, our congregation refused to pray for
the U.S. president. Such sectional bitterness lingered and flourished in the
decades to come.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: who weeps when your children turn against each other
in brutal conflict, we remember all people who engaged in, lived through,
suffered, and died in the trauma of the Civil War. Support us, as followers of
Christ, in our ongoing efforts to bring about true liberation and justice for all
people. In Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 7 - R ECONSTRUCTION AND R ECOMMITMENT TO 		
W HITE S UPREMACY
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12
A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
Following the Civil War and Emancipation, African Americans endeavored to
participate fully as citizens—acquiring education, obtaining jobs, and becoming involved in their cities and states. Federally imposed Reconstruction in
the defeated South allowed a brief period of Black empowerment. By 1867
African American men comprised the majority of voters in Richmond. In 1869
twenty-one Black delegates and six Black senators were elected to the General
Assembly.
At the same time, Black people were being harassed, assaulted, jailed, and
lynched throughout the South. A burgeoning “Lost Cause” mythology that
glorified the Confederacy and reasserted White authority over Black people defined the South’s identity. In 1896 the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Plessy
v. Ferguson firmly established the “separate but equal” doctrine and cleared the
way for Jim Crow laws and practices in the coming century.
During the 1902 Virginia constitutional convention, White delegates, including members of St. Paul’s, rewrote the Commonwealth’s constitution. This
effectively disenfranchised Black voters through poll taxes, residency requirements, and literacy tests. No Black legislators would be elected to the General
Assembly again until 1968.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: as we acknowledge that the myth of White supremacy
fostered violence and harassment of Black people over centuries, help us to oppose oppression and to strive to obtain “liberty and justice for all.” In Christ’s
name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 8 - C ONFEDERATE M EMORIALS E MBRACED
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
In the wake of a brutal war, the women of St. Paul’s cried out for their
dead and invited other grieving Confederate families to help them
reclaim thousands of bodies from shallow graves in distant battlefields for reburial in the city. This endeavor was born at St. Paul’s, and
within a generation, grief was transformed into celebration of a Lost
Cause. As an integral part of a monument-building movement in
Richmond, St. Paul’s commissioned its own memorials to Confederate leaders and, in so doing, created a shrine.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: in the past, members of our congregation and
others honored Confederates with plaques and stained-glass windows.
As we acknowledge our complicity with racism, help us to enable our
congregation and city to be transformed into the Beloved Community of peace, love, justice, and equality. In Christ’s name we pray.
Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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STATION 9 - ST. PAUL’S SUPPORTS JIM CROW LAWS
AND PRACTICE
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of
many generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the
restorer of streets to live in.—Isaiah 58:12
A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
In the early 20th century, the White power structure continued the
subjugation of African Americans. The Diocese of Virginia disallowed
Black clergy participation in church governance. With the support
of St. Paul’s parishioners, Virginia denied African Americans equal
access to education, health care, and other services. Many parishioners opposed women’s suffrage, viewing the enfranchisement of Black
women as a threat to White power. While some St. Paul’s clergy and
parishioners opposed segregated housing laws that confined African
Americans to crowded and dilapidated neighborhoods, they still
supported racial separation. Separate and not equal was the general
practice of the land.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: who created us all in your image, as we
examine our history, we are overwhelmed by the darkness of our
past, though it was modified by faint and short-lived sparks of light.
Enable us to fan those sparks into flames of love, justice, and reconciliation. In Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 10 – T HE S OCIAL G OSPEL P REACHED
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
In 1921, in the wake of increased violence against African Americans, the
Women’s Chapter of the Virginia Commission on Interracial Cooperation
(CIC), which included St. Paul’s parishioners, issued the following statement:
We deplore any conditions in our midst that tend to widen the breach between
peoples whom circumstances have thrown together and whose destinies are inevitably interwoven in our own and coming generations. We believe righteousness, justice, peace and good can be established between races.
While serving on the Richmond Chapter of the CIC, St. Paul’s parishioners and clergy sought to foster better race relations and opposed discriminatory housing and public assemblage laws. Rector Walter Russell
Bowie boldly denounced the Ku Klux Klan from St. Paul’s pulpit. However, mindful of firmly entrenched views of the White power base whose
support they sought, progressives at St. Paul’s nevertheless upheld “natural
segregation.”
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: we honor these early parishioners who, while accepting segregation, were willing to fight for equality. As we recognize their
blind spots, make us aware of our own blind spots even as we seek to bring
into being the racial justice that eluded them. In Christ’s name we pray.
Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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STATION 11 - RESISTANCE TO SCHOOL INTEGRATION
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
After the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1954 decision in Brown v. Board of
Education, requiring racial integration in public schools, Virginia responded with laws of “Massive Resistance.” Although the Diocese of
Virginia issued a statement in support of the Brown decision, many
St. Paul’s parishioners opposed integration, with some enacting public
policy against it. St. Paul’s vestry commended the church’s clergy for
refraining from joining other Richmond ministers in publicly opposing Massive Resistance.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: in the midst of Virginia’s Massive Resistance
to racial integration, we are grateful for those members of St. Paul’s
who stood tall in opposition. Support us in our day, living out our
Christian faith, to resist any word or act that degrades another human
being. In Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 12 - B LACK O RGANIZATIONS F UNDED
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
In the wake of civil rights protests against racial inequality, the 1967 U.S.
Episcopal General Convention approved funding for a controversial program authorizing the expenditure of $9 million to address poverty and
injustice in Black communities. Encouraging support, Diocese of Virginia Bishop Robert G. Gibson Jr. asserted that the program was “Christian,
and Spirit inspired, and well worth the money spent.” On the eve of the
1969 South Bend Special Convention, a Black activist group demanded
$500 million in reparations from White churches and synagogues. In
response, the Special Convention approved another contested resolution
to allocate $200,000 to the National Committee of Black Churchmen for
ultimate distribution.
In September 1969, St. Paul’s new rector, the Rev. John Shelby Spong,
delivered an address defending the Special Convention’s “courageous”
action designed to address “serious problems.” Shortly thereafter, in a fullpage “Message to All Episcopalians” printed in a local newspaper, several prominent St. Paul’s parishioners publicly endorsed Rector Spong’s
address.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: who in the late 1960s called the national Episcopal Church and St. Paul’s to empower Black communities in their efforts
to address poverty and inequity, continue to empower us to work collaboratively for justice in our community. In Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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S TATION 13 - S T. P AUL’S W ORKS TO A LLEVIATE
			O PPRESSION
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12

A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
St. Paul’s began a remarkable transformation in 1971 when the vestry
initiated the Isaiah 58:12 outreach program and an educational agenda that brought scores of young families to the newly vibrant congregation. In the next decade, St. Paul’s continued to focus on activist
outreach. St. Paul’s people served the Richmond community through
work in ex-offender re-integration, equitable housing policy, the
Richmond Urban Institute, mentoring public school children, and a
dozen other initiatives.
Let us pray.
Loving God of justice: we thank you for guiding members of our
parish who have been dedicated to serving you as they serve others.
Continue to guide us and our parish in our effort to proclaim Christ
in the heart of our city. In Christ’s name we pray. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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STATION 14 - ST. PAUL’S WORKS TOWARD RECONCILIATION
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many
generations;You shall be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to
live in.—Isaiah 58:12
A reading from the history of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church:
St. Paul’s members have participated in various reconciliation programs over the
last half century, but there is still work to do. In response to the shootings at
Mother Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, SC, the Rev. Wallace Adams-Riley
called for conversations about the Confederate emblems within the church and
vestibule. From these conversations grew the History and Reconciliation Initiative, which has worked to uncover a more complete history of St. Paul’s, to offer
prayers and activism, and to provide opportunities for education and conversation
with each other and the wider community. As the nation faces a racial reckoning
that left the haunting words, “I can’t breathe,” on the steps of St. Paul’s, our work
continues.
Let us pray.
As you conclude these stations, you are invited to recommit yourself to the loving
God of justice in a prayer attributed to St. Francis:
Loving God of justice, make me an instrument of your peace.
Where there is hatred, let me sow love;
where there is injury, pardon;
where there is discord, union;
where there is doubt, faith;
where there is despair, hope;
where there is darkness, light;
where there is sadness, joy.
Grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled as to console;
to be understood as to understand;
to be loved as to love.
For it is in giving that I receive,
it is in pardoning that I am pardoned;
and it is in dying that I am born to eternal life. Amen.
Holy God,
Holy and mighty,
Holy immortal one,
Have mercy upon us.
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A BOUT THE A RTIST | J ANELLE W ASHINGTON
Janelle Washington is a self-taught paper-cut artist from Virginia.
She graduated from Virginia Commonwealth University with a BFA
in Fashion Design and found interest in paper cutting afterward.
Through the simplicity of paper, Janelle creates images that showcase
African Americans’ courage, achievements, and grace in difficult situations. In addition, her artwork explores themes of history, identity,
and beauty in African American culture.
She has permanent silhouettes housed at the Smithsonian National
Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington,
DC, and Downing-Gross Community Arts Center in Newport News,
Virginia. Janelle is currently illustrating a children’s book, and her
silhouette of Breonna Taylor with the #SayHerName campaign was
featured in the Oprah magazine, September 2020 issue. She is also a
member of The Guild of American Papercutters.
www.washingtoncuts.com/about-janelle-washington

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
My art-making begins with the process of contemplation, subject-matter research, information gathering, and art visualizing.
For The History and Reconciliation Stations Liturgy Project, my spiritual foundation for the prayer stations came from prayer and meditation from Isaiah 58:12, the guiding scripture found in the liturgy
text. I built upon this foundation by taking personal photos of St.
Paul’s Episcopal Church’s exterior and interior, reading “Blind Spots,”
visiting the Hollywood Cemetery, and meeting and communicating
regularly with church historians and members. My extensive research
enabled me to formulate mental images for each prayer station, which
turned into many sketches and finally into vector files, allowing me to
use specific patterns continuously. I wanted each prayer station design
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to be truthful, exposing the good and the bad in history while also
being a balm for personal confession. To do this, most of the stations
are displayed in a tryptic: a top, middle, and bottom section with
surrounding borders. The sections give space to the church’s history,
allowing one’s eye to weave from one image to another while encompassing historical patterns that balance the design and connect with
the accompanying station prayers. Another aspect of the process is the
choice of material. Due to its strength and perseverance, Black Tyvek
was chosen for this project, reflective of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church’s
journey for justice and reconciliation.

THE HOLY TABLE
The Holy Table and matching chancel furnishings were created in
2019 by Erich Thompson as part of the church’s renovation. The
wood used came from two sources. The lighter colored wood is
Southern heart pine reclaimed from the chancel flooring installed in
1890. The darker wood is Sapele, which is native to, and was imported from, West Africa. The two disparate materials, old and new, light
and dark, come together to form a strong union while maintaining
their own unique attributes and story.
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K EY TO S TATION A RT M OTIFS
STATION 1- SLAVERY TAKES ROOT IN VIRGINIA

Outer shape recalls hull of ship engaged in trans-Atlantic slave trade;
figures of captive Africans laid in as cargo; figures surrounding the
ship represents those captives who died in the Middle Passage; vertical ocean waves; cowrie shells used as African currency; leg bands as
captivity implements but also used as currency; images imprinted on
1619 British crown coin; barrels of cargo packed for trade.
STATION 2 - ST. PAUL’S IS CONSECRATED

Outer shape recalls church wall plaques; St. Paul’s façade with original
steeple; parishioners in antebellum clothing; architectural patterns
including: Greek anthemion on exterior iron fence, mosaic crosses on
altar rail and chancel floor, egg-and-dart molding; mosaic background
tiles from Last Supper mosaic; stylized vine - West African Adinkra
symbol Nyame Nti (“By God’s Grace,” represents faith and trust
in God); upraised shackled hands represent those enslaved workers
whose labor generated wealth to build and sustain St. Paul’s; also represent those who helped construct the church.
STATION 3 - PARISHIONERS PROFIT FROM SLAVERY

Slave dwellings in distant fields linked with Richmond factories and
mills; major commodities of wheat and tobacco; ubiquitous slave
trade represented by Black woman of child-bearing age, most valuable
“commodity,” sold on auction block; cobblestone road linking field to
factory to auction houses; water and cowrie shells represent a 300year continuation of slave regime albeit a shift from trans-Atlantic
to domestic trade; side borders - chain used on the enslaved to move
them after sale; at center, each side, Adinkra symbol - Epa (“handcuffs,” slavery); corner symbols of tobacco, wheat, cotton, and iron.
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STATION 4 – FEW BLACK COMMUNICANTS AT ST. PAUL’S

A small number of Black communicants segregated in St. Paul’s West
Gallery; they overlook the elaborately carved pews of White communicants in nave where pew doors are intact to represent pew ownership; pattern behind recalls church’s gallery railings; façade of original
St. Philip’s Episcopal Church with figures of Black parishioners in
antebellum clothing.
STATION 5 – SLAVERY JUSTIFIED AS CHRISTIAN DUTY

Episcopal clergyman conducts Sunday School for enslaved and free
Black people outdoors; background pattern recalls Black quilt making, the “shoo-fly” design signifies escape on the Underground Railroad; square icon at top center pictures “flying geese” quilt design
represents direction of escape; two large black snakes encircle the
panel symbolizing the oppression of “Black Codes” and danger of
captivity for fugitives.
STATION 6 – ST. PAUL’S COMMITS TO CONFEDERACY

Artillery cannon at top stands among grave markers from Hollywood Cemetery, evokes both the lethal danger and the exaltation
of war; cemetery wreath conveys mourning; encircled stars recall
the 1st national flag of the Confederacy; the corner icons replicate
Egyptian-style capital motifs pictured on a state plaque honoring
the “Confederate Women of Virginia;” the Capitol Building evokes
state authority and secession; Confederate and Union soldiers face
off in mortal conflict; between them the fasces, an ancient emblem of
bound rods indicating that “unity gives strength,” a symbol used later
in the Lincoln Memorial.
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STATION 7 – RECONSTRUCTION AND RECOMMITMENT TO WHITE 		
SUPREMACY

Portrait of the first Black U.S. Senator and Representatives after
Emancipation; paper ballots of new Black voters drop into a central
ballot box; stars and stripes recall the U.S. flag; top border - Adinkra
Fawohodie symbols (“independence comes with responsibilities”);
repeating pattern along upper side borders - Adinkra symbol Wo Nsa
Da Mua (representative government, democracy); hooded members
of the Ku Klux Klan undermine civil rights progress of Black citizens;
inflicted terror represented by flames and nooses; the blood-drop
Klan insignia in repeating pattern and in lower corner squares.
STATION 8 – CONFEDERATE MEMORIALS EMBRACED

Rock pyramid monument to Confederate war dead in Hollywood
Cemetery; other cemetery motifs including mourning wreath, weeping willow, and urn; upper corner icons replicate Egyptian-style
capital motifs pictured on a state plaque honoring the “Confederate
Women of Virginia;” R. E. Lee equestrian statue on Monument
Avenue; background ivy represents immortality; patterning on side
borders recall ironwork of cemetery fences.
STATION 9 – ST. PAUL’S SUPPORTS JIM CROW LAWS AND PRACTICES

Mandated segregation of Richmond’s housing represented by substantial residences of White neighborhood at top standing beneath an
electric light post and smaller frame dwellings of Black neighborhood,
below, without running water and electricity; central streetcar recalls
“Jim Crow” seating policies and significant boycotts by Black citizens;
decorative brickwork and arches from the façade of St. Luke Penny
Savings Bank in Jackson Ward.
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STATION 10 – THE SOCIAL GOSPEL PREACHED

Integrated gathering of Committee on Interracial Cooperation at St.
Paul’s; doves of peace; encased by emblems of The Independent Order
of Good Samaritans and Daughters of Samaria (African American
benevolent organizations); stars from women’s suffrage campaign pin;
arched doorway of St. Luke Penny Savings Bank in Jackson Ward;
border margin pattern from St. Paul’s pulpit.
STATION 11 – RESISTANCE TO SCHOOL INTEGRATION

Chamber of the U.S. Supreme Court; pages of open book recall
NAACP logo; figures of Black and White students reading represent
the Brown v. Board of Education decision; façade of Robert Russa
Moton High School in Prince Edward County; rainy day Pilgrimage
of Prayer by Black protestors marching from Monroe Park to the
State Capitol.
STATION 12 – BLACK ORGANIZATIONS FUNDED

Flourishing tree represents community growth; doves of St. Paul’s in
the branches; shield of U.S. Episcopal Church nurturing the roots;
background pattern repeats flag of South Africa; borders - Adinkra
symbol Menso Wo Kenten (self-determination); corner squares Adinkra symbol Akoma Ntoso (“linked hearts,” understanding and
agreement); Kwanzaa symbol at center of bottom border represents
Kujichagulia (self-determination).
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STATION 13 – ST. PAUL’S WORKS TO ALLEVIATE OPPRESSION

Brick façade of Peter Paul Development Center in Church Hill; background pattern repeats a variation of the Peter Paul logo symbolizing
the “different villages” that the organization supports; central bridge
connecting communities, evokes Richmond’s MLK bridge; hands of
Black and White communicants in prayer; Calvary cross; patterns
within cross and side borders recall the vine design from St. Paul’s
chancel railing.
STATION 14 – ST. PAUL’S WORKS TOWARD RECONCILIATION

Overall design suggests the church’s stained-glass windows, also
evokes the recent rededication of four windows to the Glory of God;
top center features a bird – Adinkra symbol Sankofa (“Go back and
get it,” learn from the past and walk to the future with wisdom, a
significant mission of St. Paul’s History and Reconciliation Initiative);
in quatrefoil, a stylized Sankofa symbol; left center, St. Paul’s façade
with domed steeple; right center, façade of Mother Emanuel AME
Church, Charleston, SC; nine sunflowers represent its church members that were murdered, also evokes sunflower symbolism of George
Floyd murals across the U.S.; budded cross; dove logo of St. Paul’s.
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